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In this paper we show that two minimal codes &I and JZz in the group algebra 
FJGJ have the same (Hamming) weight distribution if and only if there exists 
an automorphism 0 of G whose linear extension to FJG] maps AX onto AZ . 
If O(dI) = AZ, then J@~ and AZ are called equivalent. We also show that there 
are exactly T(Z) inequivaIent minimal wdes in Ez[G], where /is the exponent of G, 
and ~(8) is the number of divisors of 8. 
Throughout this paper we use the standard terminology of.coding theory 
(cf. [8]). Our purpose here is to study codes which are ideals in the group 
algebra FJG], where G is an abelian group of odd order, (called G-codes). 
We will be particularly concerned with minimal codes, i.e. minimal ideals in 
Fz[G]. We say that two G-codes %?1 and %‘z are equivalent (Vz w%?& if there 
exists an automorphism 0 of G whose linear extension to FJG] maps C1 onto 
Cz . Equivalent codes clearly have the same weight distribution. In this 
paper we show conversely that any two minimal codes with the same weight 
distribution are equivalent. MacWilhams [5] obtained this result is the case 
where G is the cyclic group Cn, PZ odd. She also proved that in this case the 
number of inequivalent minimal codes is exactIy +z) (the number of divisors 
of n). Here we extend this result to arbitrary group algebras FJG], where G 
is an abelian group of odd order, showing that there are exactly r(Z) inequi- 
vaIent minimal codes, where lis the exponent of G. 
Before treating arbitrary abelian groups, we consider the group G = 
Cm x Cn , mn odd, with particular emphasis on the case m = n. The codes 
arising from these groups are referred to in the literature as two-dimensional 
linear recurring arrays, linear recurring planes, or two-dimensional cyclic 
codes [6], [7]. These codes (also called Gordon arrays [4]) are realted to the 
problem of constructing perfect maps, and have applications to x-ray 
photography resulting from their desirable correlation properties [l]. 
Calabro and Wolf [2] mention that these codes may have future application in 
the areas of optical signal processing, map matching, and pattern recognition. 
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1. CONSRUCTION OF GENERATING IDEMYOTENTS 
By Maschke’s theorem [3], the group algebra @ = IFJG] of a finite group 
of odd order is semi~simple. From the general theory of semi-simple algebras 
[3], it fohows that GIis the direct sum of minimal ideaIs, and that each minimal 
idea1 is generated by an idempotent. Before beginning the proof of the main 
result, we develop a method for constructing a generating idempotent of a 
minima1 ideal of @. 
Let L be a splitting field for the group G. Then I,/Kis cyclic7 say G&2/K) = 
<u}. Let @’ be the algebra obtained by extending the scalars to L. Then 
@’ = ~2’~ @ a** @ JZs where ~2”~~ = (e%), and eI ,..., es are orthogonal 
idempotents. Let @ be the least integer such that &‘@(eJ = ei . Then we 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Eg = eg + u(eJ + a** + *f-‘(eJ. Then Eiz = Et , 
EiEg = 0 zy i #j, and Ei E Gl!. Moreover, the ideuls (EJ are the minimal 
ideals qf 6X 
Proo$ Since ei2 = ei , we have 02(eJ = u(es2) = u(ei); thus cr(eJ is an 
idempotent. If i # j, u(eJu(eJ = v(eteJ = u(O) = 0. From this it easily 
follows that Es2 = Ei and EiEj = 0 if i #j. Since c&‘(eJ = ei , we have 
c@d = -&, and consequently T(E~) = Ei for all T E GQZ{IJK). Therefore 
Et E GZ. 
We now show that Ei is a minimal idempotent of 67. Suppose & = E’ -r EM, 
where FE” = 0 and E’, JY are idempotents. Since ei is a summand of Et in 
#, we can assume without loss of generality that ei is a summand of IZ’* 
Since cr(JX’) = E’, it follows that o(eJ is a summand of E’ in 02’. By induction 
we see that E’ = Ei and E” = 0. 
As an illustration of this let G2’ = E2[Cm x CJ = iF2[x, y]/(~ - 1, yn - I), 
PUZ odd. Let L = ff&), where e is a primitive [m# n]th root quantity. One 
easily checks that the idempotents of GZ’ are of the form 
If Q(U) = &’ for all a E L, then Gal(L/ff2) = {o). Define 
where the sum is extended over all G E GaZ(F@, p)/ff&. Then each minimal 
ideal contained in 67 has an idempotent generator eUJx, y) for some pair 
U, v. We note that e&x, y) = xrsI XysI xzyj x0 ,$-+<++. 
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2. MLNIMAL CODES IN iF2[cs X cn] 
We begin by considering the group algebra &!s,fi = FJ’Cn x CJ, which is 
isomorphic to IF&c, y]/(x% - 1, y% - I). We will show that two minimal 
codes &!g and J&‘~ have the same weight distribution if and only if there exists 
8 E Aut CB x Cn such that 8(+,Bd) = JY$ . Such automorphisms (3 have the 
form 
e: x t-+ x@yb y + x09 ’ where 
Thus Aut C% X CR G GL(2, Z.& where Z,, is the ring of integers module rz. 
TIXEORJZM 2.1. V( u, v, 4 = 6 d202 aids, YN - tc&, YN. 
ProoJ It sufbces to find a map 0 E GL(2, Z,J such that e&P.P, 9.9) = 
e.&x, y). For since (e&x, y)) is a principal ideal, it then follows that 
t%& ~3 - b,&~ ~1). NXV 
On the other hand, 
(2.3) 
Comparing coefficients of x ad+Ojybd+sj in (2.2) and (2.3), the desired equation 
e&xayb, xOyd) = e%,&c, y) is seen to be equivalent to 
Since (u, v, rz) = S, we can find a, LJ, g E i& such that 
i.e. 
au + bv + gn = S, 
au + bv = 8 (mod n). 
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We theu choose C, d E Zn such that cu + dv = 8 (mod rz) and 1 z i 1 = 1 
(mod ti). (For example, set c = cz - v/8, d = b + u/6.) Then 
which establishes (2.4). Thus we see that (e&x, y)) - (&,,,&x, y)) if (q v, 72) = 
ii. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Every minimal ideal is equivalent to some ideal 
h& YN where Sjrz, 
DEFINITION. Let p(x, y) = 2::: XyZtpijxsy9 E ff&, y]/(xn - 1, yn - 1). 
Then P = (&I is caiied the matrix associated with the polynomiaI &, y). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let 6% = (u, n) and &, = (v, n). Then $p(x, y) E (eU,& y)), 
the rows of the matrix P associated with p(x, y) have period n/r& and the 
co&mm have period n/SW . 
ProofI We first observe that the rows of P repeat with period n if and 
only if p(x+-l, y) = p(x7 y) in OZ. In other words, if q(x, y) is the polynomial 
associated with the first rr rows of P, then 
p(x, y) = q(x, y)(l + xn + *** + x(+)-r) = q(x, y) 5 . 
A similar remark applies to periodicity of the columns. 
It therefore suffices to show that 
Here P is a primitive rz&th root of I and P is a primitive ++,th root of I. 
Hence (x~~‘~u - 1)/(x - P) and ( Y~/~* - I)/( y - P) are polynomials. 
Since clearly 
the proof is complete, 
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~EFnwIOx. Let C = (c$J be an n x n matrix. Then C is a circulant if for 
1 < i, j G n, we have cij = c~++~ , where the subscripts are reduced mod n. 
In the case where C is the matrix corresponding to the polynomial 
the .2h row is obtained by multiplying the polynomial representing the 0th 
row by ~~y-~. It is easily checked that if c&, y) and c2(x, y) are circulants, then 
XC~(.X, y)3 y&c, y) and c&q y) -/- C&V, y) are also circulants. 
THEOREM 2.7. If 8 1 n, then e&x, y) is a circzdant. 
ProoJ Suppose 8 = 1. Then 
The 0th row is represented by 
The ith row is represented by 
since y* = 1 and @ = I 
= xiyvielJO, y). 
Hence eI,I(x, y) is a circulant. Now if 8 # n, then 
wherefI,I(x, y) is the idempotent analogous to eI,I(x, y) in the ring ff2[x, y]/ 
(XX - 1, y* - 1). Since &(x, y) is a circulant in IFJx, y]/(Y - 1, y* - l), 
it follows that e&q y) is a circulant in FJx, y]/(P - I, ye - 1). 
COROLLARY 2.8. If 8 1 n, then each element of the ideal (e&x, y)) is a 
circulant. 
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COROLLARY 2.9. Sdppos2 p(x, y) E (e&x, y)) where 8 1 n. Then 
wt(p(x, y)) = 0 (mod PZ). 
Proox Each row of&q JJ) has the same weight since JY(X, JJ) is a circtdant; 
hence its weight is a multiple of n. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let x:i,, A# be the weight enumeratorfor d@’ = (e&x, y)), 
where 8 1 n” Then 
8 = g.c.d.{Ai 1 i > 01. 
ProoJ Suppose 8 = 1 and (el,&, y)) is a k-dimensional code. Then 
gl Ai = 2k - 1. 
Consider any fixed position (i, j) of the matrices P of 4. Since &4? is a 
non-zero ideal of 0!, it is easily seen that there exist matrices P E k?’ with a 1 
in the (i, j) position. Then since JR is a vector space, it follows that exactly 
half of the matrices of A! have a 1 in the (& j) position. Since there are ti2 pairs 
(i$ j), it follows that the sum of the weights of all the matrices in A! is 
(2.12) 
By Corollary 2.9 i .= 0 (mod ~2) if A8 > 0. Thus 
Substituting in (2.12), we obtain 
(2. l?) 
I3y Theorem 2.6, the rows of each element p(x, JJ) E (el,J.q JJ)) have period n. 
Thus the matrices corresponding to &, JJ), J&X, y),..., JP-+(x, JJ) are 
distinct and have the same weight. Hence Ajn zz 0 (mod n), and therefore 
n ] A6 for all i > 0. If np ] Ad for all i > 0, then from (2.13), p 1 2k-r. By 
(2.11) this implies p = 1. 
Consider now the general case of (e N,8,s,8(x, y)) where 8 1 n. Let s:,, Ai’) .z+ 
be the weight enumerator of the code&(x, y)) e ffZ[q Y]/(x~ - 1, JY - l), 
where 
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Then by periodicity, 
Hence 8 = g.c.d.{A$ [ i > 0). 
THEORBM 2.14. There are exactly I inequivalent mtiimai codes in 
F2[x, y]/(x% - 1, yn - l), n odd. 
Prooj By Corollary 2.5, every minimal code is equivalent to one generated 
by e&x, JJ) where 8 1 PZ. Thus there are at most +z) inequivalent codes. 
However from Theorem 2.10 the codes (e&x, Y)) are all inequivalent, since 
S = g.c.d.{Ai 1 i > 0}, and hence they have different weight distributions. 
Thus there are exactly ~(a) minimal codes. We define the period of (e&x, JJ)) 
to be FZ/(U, ZJ, n). Combining the theorems of this section, we have the follow- 
ing result. 
THEOREM 2.15. Let Ml and Jlz be minimal ideals of G&** . The following 
three statements are equivalent: 
(i) &I and JH~ have the same weight distribution 
(ii) &“l and AS have the same period 
(iii) JY1 - &YS , i.e. there exists an automorphism 0 E GL(2, &) such 
that &&‘J = JH% . 
Proof. We show (i) =P (ii) * (iii) * (i). 
(i) * (ii). BY Codlaw 2.5, J@~ - (e+?~x, YN ad dt - (e82,&, ~91 
where iS1 17~ and Z& 1 n. By Theorem 2.10, a1 = c& . Thus A1 and JYz have 
the same period. 
(ii) * (iii). If the period is n/S, then J&‘~ - (e&x, y)) and AZ’ - (e8,8(x, y)). 
by Coroflaty 2.5. TINIS JYl - ++fYz . 
(iii) + (i). It &&‘l) = ,kYz , then JS%‘~ and &Fz clearly have the same weight 
distribution. 
3. MINIMAL CODES IN FJG] 
We first assume that G = Cm x Cn and consider ‘the group algebra 
a = F&, YWrn - 1, y” - 1), mn odd. As already noted, GZm,n = 
My%@ *** @ J?‘,. , the direct sum of minimal ideals. We now extend the 
results of the previous section to the group algebra GZm,n .
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DEFINITION. If (Xis a semi-simple commutative algebra, then A%‘(&?!) is the 
set of minimal ideals of 6Y. Suppose@, y) E OL’~,~ . We define the extension 
off@, y) in GE[~~~J,~~~,~I to be the poIynomia1 
Similarly we define the extension 3 of an ideal 9. Ciearly if 3 = (j(z, y)), 
then 2 = (&, y)). Suppose A1 , ~4’~ E &?‘(Q!,,&. We say that AX - A’2 if A 
A1 - =kz as defined in the last section. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
A 
Iff (x, y) is a primitive idempotent in (2&e , then its exteflsiorz 
x, y 1s a rim1 we idempotent in CY[~,~~,[~,~] .1. Pa *t- 
.l’ro~J Suppose 6 is a primitive [m, n]th root of 1. Then 
for some 1 < u < m, I < v < n. Thus 
Thus it follows that ~2’~ - A2 if and only if AX and ~8’~ have the same 
weight distribution. We now count the number of inequivalent minimal codes 
in fXY,% .
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose 8j[m, n]. Then there exist u, v such that 
Imp nl 
t7q u (3.3) 
nl b5 
n u (3.4) 
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P~oo$ Suppose that nr = pp *--p>, FZ = p$ ---p?, and 8 = pp -..p>. 
We want to construct u = p$ *n-p3 2uKl v = pp ---p?. 
Conditions (3.3)-(3.5) imply the following constraints: 
It is easily checked that if az < /$ then & = /$, pi = yd is a solution, 
Also if ai > /$ , then A; = yi and ,u$ = OJ~ is a solution. 
THEOREM 3.6. There are exactly r([m, n]) inequivalent minimal codes in 
ol m#?l- 
Proox Let A = (J(x, y)) be a minimal ideal of GYm,m , where f(x, y) is 
the genreating idempotent. From Theorem 3. I, 
is a primitive idempotent of C&,~J,~~,~~ . It is clear that different primitive 
idempotents Y(x, y) G GZm,n give rise to different primitive idempotents 
& y) E Q!~~,+J,~~,~I . Hence the map y :f(x, y) t-+f(x, y) is an injection of 
JUQL,d hh3 ~~~hdh,d 
From Theorem (2.14), we see that there are at most r([m, rz]) inequivalent 
minimal ideals in 6!&,% . We now show that every minimal ideal of @~,~I,[~,,J 
is equivalent to one of the form v(M), where &’ ~&(a~,~). 
Suppose S 1 [m, KZ]. We choose u and v as in Lemma 3.2. By Theorem 2.1 
and equation (3.5), (e&, y)) - (eU,Jx, y)). Let $ be any primitive [m, rz]th 
root of unity. Then 
e&x, y) = E xFz Fe1 ‘yz Fol 
CT 
==Z x[msnl - I yyy 1 ; ;L-+$ ;nzf& 
xm - 1 
- x[m,nl - 1 yy-- 1 h(x, y). 
xm - 1 
&v Nx, Y) cz @m,,z since equations (3.3) and (3.4) imply that P is an mth 
root of unity and p is an nth root of unity. Moreover h(x, y) is a primitive 
idempotent in a%,*. Hence we have proved that every minimal ideal of 
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GZ[m,n~.~m,fil is equivalent to one of the form q(M), where A4 ~&(a*,%). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
We now extend the resuh of Theorem 3.6 to arbitrary group algebras 
ffJG], where G is an abelian group of odd order. We deke the extension of 
t-t% 2-*-, 4 f5 K?+...,m ~ as follows. Let Z = [ml ,..., RZ?]. Then f(xl ,..., x~) E 
Gz ZJ,...,~ , where 
The period of a minimal ideal& of IFJG] is defined to be the period of the 
extended ideal A#. We observe that EJG] is a principal ideal ring since any 
ideal 9 = A@‘~ @ .*. @ AS, where A%!‘{ E&(EJGD and JZi = (eJ (i = 
I 2,..‘, : s), hence 9 = (el + *a. + es). We say that Sr -Yz in Fz[G] if 
Y1 - 2% as defined earlier. In the case that 91 , 9% are minimal ideaIs, then 
we can prove as above that YX - J%~ if and only if Y1 and S$ have the same 
weight distribution, 
By suitably generalizing the proof of Theorem 3.6 and by also using the 
fundamental theorem of finite abelian groups we have the foIlowing theorem- 
THEQREM 3.7. Let G be an abelian group of odd order, soy G = C& x 
Gn2 x a.. x c*$ . Let I = [ml , ms ,..., m+.] be the exponent of G. Then there 
are r(l) &equivalent minimal codes in ffz[G]. 
1t is worth noting that with the above dehnitions of period and equivzdenee 
of minimal ideals, Theorem 2.15 can be generaked to any group aIgebra 
E&G], where G is an abelian group of odd order. Before doing this, we prove 
the following result. 
LEMMA 3.8. The mapping v : f +f is aa ifijection of ~72’~~~~~ into O&L,z , 
where 1 = [m, n]. 
ProoJ Clearly y(f+ g) = I + y(g). We note that if r is odd, 
(9 - I)/(2 - I) is an idempotent in EJz]/(Y - I). Hence> replacing z by 
.zk where k \ 1, we see that (9 - l)/(zk - 1) is an idempotent in F&]/(9 - I)* 
Thus 
FinalIy y(f) = Cl if and only iff = 0, showing that y is an injection. 
58za/26/2-6 
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THEORBM 3.9. Let Al and A2 be minimaI ideaIs qf FJG], where G = 
Gl x -*- X &,? is an abeZian group of odd order. The foIIowing three state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) Al andAS have the same weight distribution. 
(ii) JY andJY2 have the same period. 
(iii) There exists an automorphism z/ E Aut G such that $(A’,) = ~8’~ . 
PPOOJ We give the proof for the case G = Cm x Cm. The proof for 
arbitrary abelian groups of odd order is completely analogous. 
(i) + (ii). If&Y1 and &%?z have the same weight distribution, then so do &Al 
and &?g by the remark after Theorem 3.1. I3y Theorem 2.15, J& and =&Zz 
have the same period; hence J%‘~ and&Z2 have the same period. 
(ii) + (iii). To prove this implication, we require a technical lemma. In 
stating the lemma, it is convenient to regard Cm x Cfi as the group (x2@, y’i@> 
where I= [m, n]. The map v : lFz[Cnz x ($1 - IfJCz x CJ becomes an 
injection of F&aW, yz/%)] into FJ(x, y)]. 
LEMMA 3. IO. Suppose Al and A2 are minimal ideaIs in F&xlJm, yzJn}] 
with the same weight distribution, and 9 is the above injection qf F2[(xzjm, yzjn)] 
into FJ(x, y}]. Then there exists an automorphism 19 of (x, y) such that 
Proof. Suppose 
Al = (ern~~/(~,n)l,r~~~,(~,n)l(x, YN 
Jh = (e[n~~/(~,n)l,t~~~,(~,~)l(x, ~41 
where (Us , m) = (ZJ~ , n) = (z+ , m) = (vz 9 FZ) = 1. In order for 0 E Aut(x, y> 
to satisfy (a) we must have 
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and 
In order to satisfy (b), we set b = c = 0. Then (3.1 I) becomes 
fi = & (mod Z), 
and 
s = a (mod Z), 
which simplifies to 
and 
u2a = ul (mod m) 
(3.11) 
(3S2) 
Moreover, (3.12) now becomes (ud, Z) = I. 
Since (x2 , m) = (~4~ , m) == 1, LZ = ZL& (mod m). By Dirichlet’s theorem 
on primes in an arithmetic progression, there exists an integer II such that 
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a = z.&& + Ilm is prime and a > mn. Similarly there exists an integer lz 
such that d = v& + lzn is prime and d > mn. Thus (ad, Z) = I and 
x k+ xa 
e: 
Y * Yd 
is the required automorphism. 
We note that 0 maps 5s[(~zJm, yz/n}] onto itselfi indeed 
and (x(~I~~)~, y fzjn)d) = {xzJm, yzi*), since (ad, Z) = 1. 
We now return to the proof of the implication (ii) * (iii) in Theorem 3.9. 
Assume that J&!~ and JZ!‘~ have the same period. It follows from Lemma 3.10 
that there exists an automorphism 0 c GL(2, Zz) such that 0(AJ = AZ, 
and e(Fz[Cm x CJ) = .FJ& x C%]. Thus if q~ is the injection of Lemma 3.8, 
then v--l is defined on t9?( iFz[Cm x CJ). If # = v-l@, then +$&‘J = J&‘~ . 
Since the map z+4 = @l$ is weight-preserving, it maps <xz@, yzl’Q onto 
itself. Thus # is the linear extension of an automorphism of Cm x C% . 
(iii) * (i). Since Q!J is weight-preserving, the result follows immediately. 
It is of interest to note that if G = C&, then GL(l, .Z,J = {e : x H xU 1 
(u, n) = I}. Thus MacWilliams’ Theorem [5] is a special case of Theorem 3.9. 
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